
Daisy Farm Crafts
Crochet Caron Halo Double Ombre Baby Textured Blanket 

MATERIALS

Caron Colorama Halo  ( 71% Acrylic, 18% Nylon, 11% Polyester, #5 bulky )  
 
2 balls Rose Frost

8 mm hook, measuring tape, scissors, tapestry needle

SIZE
 
Finished Size 36 x 48 inches

STITCHES

Single Crochet (SC): Insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull through two loops on hook.

Front Post Single Crochet (FPSC): Insert your hook into the front post, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull through
two loops on hook.

Half Double Crochet  (HDC): YO, insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull through all three loops on
hook.

Slip Stitch (SL ST): Insert your hook, YO, pull up a loop and pull directly through loop on hook.

https://www.yarnspirations.com/products/caron-colorama-halo-yarn-220g-8oz?variant=46123238588731&utm_source=Influencer_DFC&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=2023_09_25__products


PATTERN 

Chain 100. ( Or use any even number and chain to 36 inches)

ROW 1: SC in the second chain from the hook, SC into each chain across the row, CH 1 and turn.

(optional: if you are using a large hook and have loose tension, you may SL ST the first and last stitch of each row,
this will make a nice finish and negates the need for a border.)

ROW 2: Work 1 SC into the first stitch, skip next post, 1 FPSC around next post (it’s the second post of the row,)
and each post across the row. SC into last stitch of the row. CH 1 and turn. 

ROW 3: Work 1 SC into each stitch across the row. CH 1 and turn. 

ROW 4-5: Repeat rows 2 and 3.

ROW 6-12: SL ST into the first st. *HDC into the next st. SL ST into the next st. Repeat from * across the row. (your
last stitch should be a SL ST.) CH 1 and turn. (This stitch sequence is known as Even Moss.)

ROW 13-17: Repeat row 3 and then row 2. 

Repeat rows 6 through 17 for the remainder of the blanket. 

When you run out of the first ball of yarn, join with the darker shade in the middle of the ball if you want to
maintain the ombre effect. 

Be sure and watch the video tutorial if you need any help.

https://youtu.be/mLkKu0MXBw0?si=M5C5VDY5joqOVLrA
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